New Release
July 2011

Full model change in eight categories including 102 patterns and 404 items
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Facilitates
between
four design
categories appealing to users’ instincts
and featuring solid-color fabrics

Release of the “Roll

Screen Larc”

Released on July 4
On July 4 (Monday), the Tachikawa Corporation will renew the lineup of its major products, “Roll Screen,”
available in 102 patterns and 404 items, renaming it ”Roll Screen Larc” to increase applicability and widen
the scope of our recommendations.

■Fabrics in 102 patterns and 404 items help you enhance your interiors.
Four design categories, “Romantic Sweet,” “Fine Natural,” “Contemporary Touch,” and “WA gokoro”
represent our global view and appeal to your emotions. Each has unity in color phases, allowing you to
coordinate patterns harmoniously. Furthermore, we also propose “Life Choice,” featuring simple coordination
with a solid fabric, “Life.”
Furthermore, with our numerous common fabrics, that can be used to coordinate with “Line Drape,” etc. to
be released at the same time, you can enjoy combining our products in various ways in your own private
space.
■Energy-saving (heat-shielding) fabrics
Additional energy-saving (heat-shielding) fabrics will be released. Blocking out sunlight will suppress
increase in room temperature, thus ensuring an energy-saving effect.
■Renewed design of mechanical parts
Renewing the design of mechanical parts has increased functionality, allowing harmony with your space can
be enhanced. As standard types, “Warm Series” and “Palette Series,” are available to allow you to select
your favorite parts colors and enjoy your own roll screen.
In addition, the “Roll Screen, Chain Type (External), added to conventional chain operation, reduces the
leakage of light from your windows.
■“Compact Double Type” on sale
The double type, which allows a combination between a thick fabric (drape) and a thin fabric (lace), including
a compact mechanical part, has been added as a “Compact Double Type” to be fitted smartly to small
windows that have recently been on the increase.
■Free guarantee period increased from one to two years (* fabrics, cords, and large motorized units: one year)

“Roll screen Larc”,standard type
“Roll screen Larc”, Compact double type
Romantic sweet RS-5001 (Front)/RS-5003 (Back) Contemporary touch RS-5051
Reference price (including tax):¥56,805
Reference price (including tax):¥42,924
(68cm [W]×130cm [H]:Right in the photo)/unit
(120cm[W]×300 cm [H]: Center in the photo)/unit

